A Weekly Newsletter for Families

February: Week 3
Family Fun

“We need to see each child as a gift, to be
welcomed, cherished and protected…”
– Pope Francis
INFANT Inspiration
Food as a Sensory Experience - Infants are
“hands-on” learners. They learn by exploring and
manipulating objects in their environment using
the five senses: seeing, touching, tasting,
smelling, and hearing. Because of their age and
fine motor skills, let your infant use their fingers
to eat and meals easily become sensory activities!

TODDLER Tales
What I Can Learn from Cooking - When
toddlers participate in cooking activities they are
learning food preparation skills such as washing
their hands, measuring and mixing skills.
Cooking also provides an opportunity to use
hand strength and coordination (kneading,
stirring), eye-hand coordination (pouring), and
fine motor skills (peeling).

PRESCHOOL Power
What I Can Learn from Cooking - Cooking can
inspire your child’s curiosity, thinking, and
problem solving. Additionally, cooking offers a
real opportunity for preschoolers to understand
and apply their knowledge of measuring,
one-to-one correspondence, numbers, and
counting. As children follow a recipe they are
organizing ingredients, following a sequence, and
carrying out multiple directions.

prosolutionstraining.com

Cooking Together
Cooking is not just a fun activity for children; it can also be an
important learning activity. Hands-on cooking activities help children
develop confidence in their skills, encourages independence and uses
thinking skills to problem solve. With its own vocabulary, cooking is
also a great opportunity for language development. Try this recipe and
watch your child learn!

Blueberry Oatmeal Squares
• 1½ cups quick oats
• ½ cup whole-wheat flour
• ½ teaspoon baking soda
• ½ teaspoon salt
• 1 teaspoon cinnamon
• ½ cup fresh or frozen blueberries
• 1 egg
• 1 cup skim milk
• 3 tablespoons apple sauce
• ¼ cup brown sugar

1. Preheat oven to 350° F.
2. Coat 9x9 baking pan with cooking
spray.
3. Place ingredients into a large bowl
and mix until combined.
4. Pour into prepared pan and bake
20 minutes or until a toothpick
inserted comes out clean.
5. Allow to cool for 5 minutes and
cut into squares.

